
Productivity at the highest level 
with pCon.planner PRO



It provides an overview on the main features of  
pCon.planner PRO*. 
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Manage data

Multiple manufacturers in the same session

Use configurable data of different 
manufacturers in the same work session.

Easily compare products to find the right one. 
Increase work efficiency by creating a single 
article list.



Maximum integration with the sales team

If a project starts with pCon.facts or pCon.basket 
you can import the OBK file – all products will be 
automatically inserted in your project. 

The products will be arranged in a linear manner; 
you’ll only have to place them.
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Organize your project

Clarity is essential for customers.

The Folder Manager allows you to divide the 
project into folders for each area.

The article list will reflect the folder structure, 
offering a quick and intuitive overview.
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Add your own products

Import external geometries and transform them 
in commercial products by assigning information 
such as codes, prices and descriptions.

Do the same on existing configurable data: 
it’s enough to replace the original commercial 
information.

You’ll find them added to the article list with the 
thumbnail images automatically generated.

Manage data



Apply reference numbers

Automatically identify all equal items by 
assigning unique reference numbers.

Reference numbers can be generated 
automatically or entered manually.

Useful for tenders which identify each article 
with a certain unique code, but also during 
the installation phase.
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Trickle down editing

With reference copy create an unlimited 
number of connected articles.

Apply a change to any one of these articles 
and it will be automatically applied to all 
others.
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Quickly select articles

Define selection filters to commercial 
articles such as manufacturer, serie, code, 
text or layer.

Move, delete or replace selected articles in 
a heartbeat.
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Independent 2D and 3D data

Send projects to your customers with only 
the data you want.

Manage the 2D and 3D information of 
configurable data separately to lighten 
large files and to share only the necessary 
information.

Manage data



Space planning

Import PDFs

How frequently do you get floor plans as a PDF?

With the import wizard, PDFs are automatically 
converted to vector elements or images.

Define the scale with just one click.



Maximum flexibility in dimensioning

Use the advanced dimensioning functions to 
customize styles lines, arrows, text and much 
more.

You can define your personal look to apply to all 
your projects.
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Lines and hatches

Create shapes and lines that answer your planning 
needs.

The different types of lines and hatches allow 
for innumerous combinations, helping to 
differentiate the various project areas.
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Maximum flexibility with multiple sessions

Run multiple concurrent sessions of pCon.
planner PRO to work with increased speed.

Move articles from one project to another 
simply by dragging them.
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Model with more flexibility

Answer the personalization needs of your 
customers with extra modeling functions.

With features like subtract, intersect, merge and 
follow me create new geometries to which you 
can associate commercial information.
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Maximum layer control

Create, delete, assign and filter layers in a blink of 
an eye.

For complex projects the Filter Editor will be 
of great help. Through conditions and logic 
operations you can manage the visibility and 
selection of layers.
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Show what you need

Select in the layer panel what to display for each 
single view.

Create several perspective views with different 
information. For example, hide 2D layers in a 
particular view, keeping it visible in the others. Do 
the same with walls, articles, acoustic information 
and much more.
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Complex walls in a second

Build irregular walls simply by tracing the 
profile. Any architectural element placed in this 
wall segment will be automatically recognized.

Change a wall’s thickness while you build, by 
measuring it directly from the floor plan.
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More flexible floors

Easily split floors to apply different materials.

Automatically display information such as floor 
surface or perimeter - with the possibility to 
customize each text field.
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No compromise

Do not set limits on your work: import and export 
geometries in a variety of different formats.

Quickly exchange your projects with partners or 
other professionals without compatibility problems.

Space planning
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Design spaces based on reality

Import a point cloud (e57) which is a set of 
data points in 3D space, generated by a LiDAR 
scanner.

Create highly accurate 3D models of interior 
spaces which you can use to create floor 
plans, analyze furniture layouts and other 
design elements. Make more informed design 
decisions.
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Space planning

Automatic creation of 2D geometries

Instantly create a 2D geometry of any 3D one, be it 
downloaded from 3D Warehouse, created directly 
by you or by modifying an existing one. 

The 2D layer will automatically be associated with 
the geometry, so you can easily control its visibility.



Space planning

Edit images directly in pCon.planner

You can scale, crop and adjust parameters such as 
contrast, saturation and hue. The editor is available 
in the planning and layout area and in the material 
editor. 

The use of external applications is no longer 
necessary to adjust images, thus obtaining a more 
efficient work process.



Space planning

Stretch geometries

With the Stretch command you can 
intelligently stretch or shorten any geometry 
starting from the point you want, on all three 
axes.

Easily create customized items or simulate 
different measurements in seconds.



Space planning

Cut geometries

You can cut 2D and 3D geometries on any axis 
in a second.

Change objects, present project sections and 
add valuable technical product information. 



Space planning

Crop 2D floor plan

Easily crop 2D floor plans to present and work on 
only what really matters.

No more unnecessary information.



Space planning

Instant 2D projections of any object

Select an object and automatically generate a 2D 
vector projection.

Choose the side interactively or use the pre-set 
multiple views. Export in SVG format to use in 
Illustrator or PowerPoint.



Present

Present products at their best

Do not overlook any details when you present a 
project!

With the Snapshot function you can assign any 
external image to a commercial element which will 
be visible in the article list.

Your clients will have a clear understanding and the 
best possible impression.



Give a personal touch to your projects

Render styles allow you to add a touch of 
originality by customizing lines, solids, add 
background images and much more.

You can also change brightness, contrast, 
saturation and color ranges.

Create your own style or use one of the 
ready-to-use templates.

Present



Present

Boost your presentations

*Compatible with Office 365 or Office 2019

Copy 3D elements from your project and paste 
them into the your PowerPoint* presentation.

Use PowerPoint’s built-in functions such as flip up 
or down, rotate, apply an animation or combine it 
with other elements of the presentation.

Impress your customers!



Present

Exporting vector graphics

Transform every view and element of your scene 
into vector graphics. Guarantees the highest 
quality and scalability in the creation of your floor 
plans. 

Export to PDF, SVG, EMF, DWG/DXF.



Advanced print layout

Create custom print layouts or imports a DWT 
template.

Insert windows to show different project views - 
adjust the size, position and align them in the sheet 
with a series of dedicated functions.

For each window you can choose which view of 
your project to show, with which style and much 
more.

Present



Present

Advanced print layout

For each area choose what to show: walls, roof, 
dimensions and more.

Add text and dimensions directly on the print 
layout work area and personalize the appearance.

Use the default editable title block or load a 
personalized one.



Present

Quick export to PDF

You can export your presentation layouts directly 
to PDF, no more need for external PDF printers.

Choose which pages to export and create multi-
page documents in high quality and definition.



Present

Render multiple views

Need to render multiple views of a project?

Batch rendering allows you to run the rendering 
process of several cameras in the background 
while you keep working.

You will be notified when they are ready.



Present

Advanced text editor

The text editor with advanced formatting allows for 
more precise text control and greater flexibility in 
styles.



Present

Engage customers with multi content

Integrate product data harmoniously within 
a static (or panoramic) image to provide the 
customer with information in an interactive way. 
Upload your content to Impress to easily get a 
shareable link on any device.



Investment

pCon.planner PRO is available as a 
subscription license, assigned to an individual 

user and it’s not bound to any computer.

• The number of licenses can be easily adjusted to peaks or troughs in workload

• Less impact on the balance sheet without the initial one-off investment

• Discover the application without the risk of investing in a license 

• You always work with the latest version 

• No risk of losing licenses 

• No long-term commitment 

• After the initial 12 month period, you can cancel at any time with a 30 days’ notice

39€
month / user

+39 051 587 5509

contatto@easterngraphics.com

mailto:contatto%40easterngraphics.com?subject=Info%20pCon.planner%20PRO%20version
mailto:contatto%40easterngraphics.com?subject=Info%20pCon.planner%20PRO%20version


pCon.planner PRO has everything you need to 
make a difference in your business. Tools and 
advanced features that offer your work flow the 
thrust you are looking for.

Download it now and try it for 30 days!

Investment

Make sure
to explore

pCon.basket: the 
ideal workmate of 

pCon.planner!

https://download.pcon-planner.com/pCon.planner_PRO_setup.exe
https://www.join-pcon-community.com/pcon-basket-ce-crea-preventivi
https://en.join-pcon-community.com/pcon-basket-ce-crea-preventivi

